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You will make a soft tissue paper 
loo roll, with perforated paper 
sections, rolled onto an authentic 
cardboard tube.
It will have a craft tissue wrapping 
and logo strip.
Size 2cm tall x 2cm diameter.
Scale 1:6 to fit a 12 inch fashion 
doll.

Scissors
Paintbrush (or similar object) about 
23mm circumference
(for rolling the tube)
Pencil
Glue stick
Ruler

If you print this sheet, save paper and print on both sides ☺

How to Make Miniature Toilet Rolls

Tools Materials
A real toilet roll tube
Strip of 8 pieces of real toilet roll 
paper
Tissue paper
Paper
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Tube template
Size 50mm x 12mm

Top

Open out your real toilet paper tube.
Draw around the Tube Template on the card 
and cut it out.
Mark where the top is.
Put a strip of glue (about 2mm wide) along 
the left diamond edge of the template.

How to Make Miniature Toilet Rolls
Instructions

Make the inner cardboard tube

Roll up the diamond do make a tube shape:
Turn the glued piece around so that the top is at right angles to you and hold the 
tip against the barrel of the ‘rolling’ paintbrush.
Lift the bottom piece up and around to roll the diamond into a tube shape.
The edges will overlap along the gluey edge
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Add the loo roll paper

Measure and mark out a 2cm strip along 1m of real loo roll.
Cut out the strip using a pair of scissors (don’t use a pen knife as it will ruckle and 
tear the paper).
Leave a little bit of paper perforation near the end for a realistic look.
Put glue along one side of your inner tube. 
Attach one end of the loo roll strip (not the end with the little bit of perforation) 
and start rolling it up. Hold it between your thumb and index finger to keep the 
edges in place. Stretch the paper out very lightly and gently.
Keep rolling until you have about 6cm sticking out. 
Optional - put a dab of glue about 5cm along (not too much) to stop the roll 
unrolling.

Tissue paper strip
Size 1m (approx 8 sheets) x 20mm
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Wrap the toilet roll

Draw around the Outer Packaging Template onto the tissue paper and cut out.
Place the toilet roll in the middle of the tissue with the tops aligned.
Put a little glue along one short edge of the tissue and then wrap the tissue 
around the toilet roll. Press the glued edge down to join the tissue. Be careful 
not to let the glue touch the toilet roll underneath.
Hold the roll in one hand and press and fold the tissue down over the top of the 
toilet roll. Dab a little glue on the last fold to hold in place.

Outer Packaging template
Size 70mm x 18mm

Top
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Outer packaging strip (for your logo).
Size 70mm x 18mm
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Add your logo and graphics

Design a logo to fit into the template.
Cut it out and stick it around the tissue paper outer wrapping with a small dab 
of glue.

Thanks, your scale 1:6 accessory is now complete.

Have fun and send photos of your work to shimmyshimshop@gmail.com 
we’d love to see them.

Explore our shop and blog at ShimmyShim.com


